MEMORIAL SERVICES FOR PROFESSOR PETERSEN ARE HELD IN COLLEGE ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED 28 YEARS TO COLLEGE
Head of Industrial Arts Department Dies in Holden
Hospital of Gunshot Wounds

Memorial services for Professor Petersen, late head of Industrial Arts Department, were held at the Holden Hospital in Carbondale on May 5 in observance of the passing from the hands of sickness and death of one of the college's most revered and loved teachers.

Professor Petersen, who had been a faculty member for 28 years, was known for his dedication to the education of young men and women in the field of industrial arts. His passing was a blow to the college community and left a void that will be difficult to fill.

In his honor, the Industrial Arts Department will continue to provide the same high-quality education that Professor Petersen brought to the college over the years.
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HARRISBURG WINS COMMERCIAL CONTEST AT S.I.N.U.

High school fishermen, participating in the Harrisburg Commercial Contest held at the S.I.N.U. Convention on May 6, 1962, were able to demonstrate their skills in the competition.

The contest was held in the Annual Commercial Contest at the S.I.N.U. Convention on May 6, 1962, and featured a variety of events including fishing, boat-building, and other activities.

In conclusion, the Harrisburg Commercial Contest was a success and demonstrated the talent and skills of the participating high school fishermen.

Head of Young Democrats Will Be Permanent Chairman
For S. I. N. U. Convention

UCN. LOUIE E. LEWIS

DR. SUHRUE WILL ADVISE LOCAL STUDY

INTER-FRATERNITY SING SCHEDULED FOR MAY 16

The Annual Inter-Fraternity Sing will be held on May 16, 1962, at the S.I.N. U. Convention.

The Inter-Fraternity Sing is a popular event that brings together members of different fraternities to compete in singing and to show their spirit.

In addition, the Inter-Fraternity Sing features various activities such as games, contests, and social events.

The Inter-Fraternity Sing is a beloved tradition that brings together the entire S.I.N. U. community for a fun-filled day.

AMROSE E. SUHRUE

POETRY PROMOJEASURES AS CONTRIBUTIONS
SPECIAL OCCASION

The Special Occasion event at the S.I.N. U. Convention featured contributions from various poets.

The event provided an opportunity for poets to showcase their work and connect with other poets and attendees.

In conclusion, the Special Occasion event was a success and demonstrated the talent and skills of the participating poets.

Dorothy Magnus
National Forensic Tournament

Winning Dorothy Magnus, a debater at S. I. N. U., won the national foreclosure tournament at the National Forensic League at Brownsville.

The event featured debates and oral presentations by students from various institutions, demonstrating their skills in the field of forensic science.

In conclusion, the National Forensic League at Brownsville was a success and demonstrated the talent and skills of the participating students.

"I'TTERBUGS" comes out this week.

The new play "I'TTERBUGS" is set to premiere on May 16, 1962, at the S.I.N. U. Convention.

The play follows the adventures of "I'TTERBUGS," a group of insects, as they navigate the challenges of life in a small town.

In conclusion, "I'TTERBUGS" promises to be an entertaining and engaging play that will captivate audiences.

Delta Rho Will Nominate Officers Next Tuesday

At the meeting of Delta Rho, the university's social fraternity, on May 11, 1962, the officers for the upcoming academic year will be elected.

The meeting will be held in the fraternity's headquarters, and all members are encouraged to attend.

In conclusion, the election of officers is an important event that sets the tone for the upcoming academic year.

CREWS, '37 RECEIVES FELLOWSHIP

Maryland University Award $500 to '37 Alumni As S.I.N. U. Student

LeRoy C. Owen is a recipient of the Maryland University Award, which was established in honor of S.I.N. U. students.

The award recognizes students who have made significant contributions to the university and the community.

In conclusion, LeRoy C. Owen is an outstanding student who has made valuable contributions to the university and the community.
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Author Leon Whipple Points Out BARRICADE TO EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM

"Four keeps many teachers, none too hold at best, from voles in the manner in which the students in the absence or the futility of the report," stated M. H. Whipple in his "Barricade To Educational Freedom." He wrote, "No method of attack on the problem of educational freedom presents a greater challenge to the educational community than the movement for educational freedom in the absence of the futility of the report."
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Student Council Favors Lounge For Southern Students

Southern students need a lounge-like building—Southern needs a large, well-equipped lounge. But students need some place to hear, meet, and work—and the lounge is the answer. Such a lounge could be created by Southern. Southern could secure several acres of land—Southern should build a Southern lounge. Southern


Academic Freedom

(Note: The following guest editorial provided by Chester Adams of the Free Press, Albany, N. Y., was awarded first place in the I.C.P.A. state contest.)

Five universities and colleges recently were placed on a central list of the American Association of University Professors (A.A.R.U.) for denial of academic freedom to professors. The list included the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Miami, the University of Minnesota, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of California. In a manner of speaking, the Southern student is the only college in the south one-third of the state and serves an area of approx. 100,000 students. In Southern, the millions of dollars are spent on aid to Southern students, and the Scholars and their families, just as all others. Hence, most of the people who would do so in any other university are doing something to improve education and the students.


Letters to the Editor

(All letters to the editor must be typewritten on one side of the paper, 100 words or less, and signed. If fee, please enclose. Letters may be edited for length and style.)

A true account of events that took place in a small town in the north of the state

(Continued on page 9)

Steve Krupinski

Reviews the Week's News

GDP falls, Chambers of Commerce, National Association of Manufacturers, and the American Bankers Association, among others, are predicting a sharp decline in GDP this year.

California U. evidence shows a change in the pattern of birth, which may not be increased due to decreasing of birth rate because of a decrease in the trend of population growth.

British classification Post-Dissipator's report of British rust as distortion of fact... Truth to war and brutality remains... War and brutality continues...

Dissolution says U.S. Reich planned civil war by calling strikes in basic industries... forcing the firing lines of discord.

England's Home Security Minister Anderson of anti-communist groups... "some are immune to destroy Liberty allowed by the British people... therefore, we destroy them..." paradoxical to say the least.

Despite Roosevelt's admonition, House plans approval of broad amendments in Wage-Hour Act... instead exemptions to stipulate legislative packetings... damnable anti-labor covenants.

Hoskins' G.O.P. convention keynote D. W. Hopkins, "shall..." and Social Workers, the 40-hour week, the A.F.L., the W.C.W., the C.I.O., the unions, the labor movement, the New Deal legislation, etc., "shall..." to subvert people... banking on defeatist methods for basic program... we're not in limits..."

Methodist express opposition to Vatican diplomatic relations... "Vatican relations..." was officially announced.

Leopold terrorists show the Belgian Cabinet crisis waits... viewing life with humor makes it... we need more laughs at this silly world of ours... too many serious-minded people..."

Post-Dissipator editorial states... "The AFL has been forced to hire virtual manpower on labor racketeering... Green team CIO leaders greater enemies of labor, but makes us effort... to purify their own organization... much to wish to find... than to remedy one's own weaknesses.

Senate investigation of five states' political funds... "patronage, fraud, etc. 100 percent..." no longer necessary... Free and Fair elections... Paul Revere—"who, Jesus James, has a horse."

Newspaper Guild wins strike against Chicago Hearst papers... get settlement pay, increased wages, 10 hour week and a grievance board.

Landon says crooked laboring houses headed railroad... making their district pay our economic by remedy a mere ex-Governor.

"Joe says U.S. will war slight W. Indies if Nazi win... "can't shut my eyes to reality..." orears to imperialistic shreds of Roosevelt.

GOP state convention opens with issue at Democrats... "GOP..." on New Deal... "some..." for Red proponents... New Deal.

British trade pact with Soviet will aid livelihood of Nazis... "British..." to reduce Amelia of American Bastard.

Wheeler not vice-presidential contender... "I'm too young, only..." a very good political candidate, not a very good man... someone like Garey, or Hall for that matter.
SANDWICHES and SADDLES are More Popular Than Ever!

“B” NATURAL by EVELYN MADROCKS

The Internal Revenue Service has divided the state into 10 districts, and for the skull of a small boy named John Brown, a New York State man.

The skull was found near the site of the recent explosion in which the boy was killed. The explosion occurred on the night of the 24th, when a bomb was thrown through the window of the boy’s home.

The skull was removed from the scene by the police and is now in the possession of the State Police. It is believed to have been the target of the bomb.

NOISE MAKES LIFE TERRIBLE

The noise from the nearby train tracks has disturbed the residents of the neighborhood. "It’s terrible," said one of the neighbors. "We can’t even sleep at night."

A noise complaint has been filed with the state police, and the train company has been notified.

SANDWICHES

The popular sandwich of the week is the "Turkey and Cheese." It consists of sliced turkey, cheese, and lettuce on a slice of bread. The sandwich is served with a side of chips and a drink of your choice.

REPUBLICAN

The Republican Party has announced its candidates for the upcoming election. The candidates are as follows:

Governor: John Smith

Senator: Jane Doe

Representative: Bob Johnson

The election will be held on Tuesday, November 8th. Voting will be from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

SADDLES

The annual horse show will be held on Saturday, October 15th. The show will feature a variety of equestrian events, including dressage, show jumping, and hunter trials.

The show will begin at 10:00 a.m. and will continue until 5:00 p.m. Admission is free to the public.

SANDWICHES

The popular sandwich of the week is the "Beef and Cheese." It consists of sliced beef, cheese, and lettuce on a slice of bread. The sandwich is served with a side of chips and a drink of your choice.

REPUBLICAN

The Republican Party has announced its candidates for the upcoming election. The candidates are as follows:

Governor: John Smith

Senator: Jane Doe

Representative: Bob Johnson

The election will be held on Tuesday, November 8th. Voting will be from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
THE EGYPTIAN

WINS ICFP HONORS

Morten/Schaffer, Chandler

Place in Contests

According to (official) returns of the 1940 Illinois College Press Association, Dr. J. A. Stoezelle, assistant professor of Biology, announced the following winners for the annual contests:

"The Egyptian" won the first place in the following contests:

1. Best Yearbook
2. Best Script
3. Best Illustration
4. Best Editorial/Editorial Writing
5. Best Photograph
6. Best Page
7. Best Overall Design
8. Best Editorial Cartoon
9. Best Feature Story
10. Best Sports Page
11. Best Sports Story
12. Best Editorial Cartoon
13. Best Editorial Cartoon
14. Best Editorial Cartoon
15. Best Editorial Cartoon
16. Best Editorial Cartoon
17. Best Editorial Cartoon
18. Best Editorial Cartoon
19. Best Editorial Cartoon
20. Best Editorial Cartoon

"The Egyptian" also won second place in the following contests:

1. Best Sports Team
2. Best Sports Story
3. Best Sports Page
4. Best Sports Page
5. Best Sports Page
6. Best Sports Page
7. Best Sports Page
8. Best Sports Page
9. Best Sports Page
10. Best Sports Page
11. Best Sports Page
12. Best Sports Page
13. Best Sports Page
14. Best Sports Page
15. Best Sports Page
16. Best Sports Page
17. Best Sports Page
18. Best Sports Page
20. Best Sports Page

"The Egyptian" also won third place in the following contests:

1. Best Sports Team
2. Best Sports Story
3. Best Sports Page
4. Best Sports Page
5. Best Sports Page
6. Best Sports Page
7. Best Sports Page
8. Best Sports Page
9. Best Sports Page
10. Best Sports Page
11. Best Sports Page
12. Best Sports Page
13. Best Sports Page
14. Best Sports Page
15. Best Sports Page
16. Best Sports Page
17. Best Sports Page
18. Best Sports Page
20. Best Sports Page

The contest was conducted among the 1940 Illinois College Press Association who submitted entries for the contest. The winners were announced at the annual convention of the Association, held in Chicago, Illinois, on May 6, 1940.

For the next year, "The Egyptian" will continue to strive for excellence in all areas of academic and extracurricular activities, aiming to bring honor and recognition to the institution it serves.
Maroons Travel to Cape For Return Track Meet Today

Tennis Team Boasts Five Year Record of Forty Dual Meet Victories Against Two Losss
Near Phenomenal State Also Mirred By Two Tie Matches. Both Defeats Administered By Cape

By ICE PROFESSOR

Ice Professors have been circulating free of charge for the past few years and now have increased in popularity. The professors are small, hard, and glassy, and they give off a faint odor of ink.

Fictional capes are also available for the students. These capes are made of a soft, velvety material and are adorned with large, gold medallions.

Morgan Celebrates Return By Winning Quarter Mile Run

The track team returned to campus yesterday after a successful season in the Southland. The team finished in second place in the conference and won the conference championship. The team's success was attributed to the hard work and dedication of the athletes.


captain Charles Hargrave of B.S. N. y. student, Cape Gravette, is captain of the Gravette Track Team.

CAPE THAILDS

DOUBLE SCORE AGAINST SINUS

Net Squad Pitted Against Cape Today, Kentucky Next Week

Within the next week, Southern's tennis team will compete against Southern's tennis team. This match will be a crucial one for both teams as it will determine their positions in the conference standings. The Gravette team is currently ranked third in the conference, while Southern is ranked second.

Cool Weather Duplicates Fall Football Conditions For Spring Sessions

In order to train for its upcoming conference, the football team will be practicing under the guidance of its head coach, Mr. Smith. The team will be working hard to prepare for the upcoming season.

STUDENT CENTER

Our Sandwiches Are Better

Merrill Hubbard Ayres

PINK CLOVER

Pink Clover—gay, clear, remains sweet of clover fields at dawn, now appears in a new series of bottles and boxes spangled with pink clover leaves.

PINK CLOVER BOTTLE—3.00. Vandy 1.50

25 cents, 1.00

Bottles, 6 for 2.50

CLIN-VICK DRUGS

JOHNSON'S

HOSIERY

Gordon—A Room with a Reputation for Sensility.

$1.00

A lovely, blue, flannel,ofil, fully fashioned, stockings from the mill, shades. These shades harmonize with any dress or suit.
Chesterfield
...today's definitely milder...cooler-smoking...better-tasting cigarette

When you buy a pack of cigarettes, give it the smoker's perfect quiz. Is it mild? Is it cool? Does it taste better? If you do that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield because Chesterfield has all the answers. Their blend of the best tobaccos grown, their size, shape and the way they burn, all help to make Chesterfield America's Busiest Cigarette.

Make your next pack Chesterfield
You can't buy a better Cigarette

THE EGYPTIAN

CAMPUS BULLETIN
Macon society group members are planning a picnic for Thursday, May 5, on East City Park. This time will be reserved with Charles Murray. Meetings were held on Tuesday, May 3rd.

The Macon society group will meet on May 17th at the home of Mrs. W. E. Murray. Twenty-one women were present, and the meeting was adjourned.


tyrene power	

Rodgers Theatre
Carrboro

Continentally Leaf 229-6 11:16
SUNDAY, MAY 11
LORIS E. LEE and MELIA EUGENE
BLACK FRIDAY
Cartoon and Scoundrels
Adm. Sat. & 10c

MELODY CANTON
PETE SMITH SHORT
Adm. Saturday & 10c

TUESDAY—PALL DAY
ROBYN HARRIS
JEAN MURR

AND ONE WAS BEAUTIFUL
Travel and News

TYRONE POWER and DOROTHY LA/Observable in "JOHNNY APOLLO"
Joel Wynn

VOICE OF THE NILE
by BRAD BROUMLTE
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